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VIRTUAL DIALOGUE WITH HIGH - SCHOOLERS FROM FLORINA

Our February started with the first national
event for 2022! Active Youths OENEF
hosted a virtual event on which they had 13
students as participants from the 3rd High
School of Florina. The students were
presented with the initiative and also,
during the presentation, they had a chance
to express their feelings and beliefs for the
bilateral cooperation between North
Macedonia and Greece, since it is truly
important for us to gather young people`s
opinion and perspective. Also, they had an
opportunity to work into small groups and
discuss about establishing youth
cooperation offices and building bridges
beyond our borders!

Due to the strong interest, we used the first
half of February to extend the deadline for
applying at the open call for young
ambassadors which we opened in January.
Then, we used the second half of the month
to select the future Young Ambassadors
who will have a chance to get involved
within the C4CF initiative and participate in
the development of youth relations between
our two neighboring countries. 
Stay tuned because in the next period we
will be announcing the information about
the selected Young Ambassadors on the
c4cf.org web page.

EXTENDED DEADLINE FOR THE "OPEN CALL: YOUNG AMBASSADORS"
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PODCAST EPISODE 3 - WOMEN IN CULTURE: SECRET INGREDIENT
FOR GOOD NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS

February was also the month in which we published the third episode of our podcast series,
called "Women in culture - secret ingredient for good neighborly relations". 

WOMEN / GIRLS IN STEM

Since 11th of February is the International Day of
Women and Girls in Science, the #c4cf team realized
that we are not familiarized with good examples of
‘queens tech’ from our neighbouring country! That is
why we asked the young people to share with us a
good example from Greece and North Macedonia
and they pointed out Hypatia of Alexandria (350-415
CE) who was a philosopher, astronomer and
mathematician in Alexandria.

If you have any other good example, feel free to
share it with us!

Our hosts Anelija Mitrova and
Alexandros Pavlou had a lovely
talk about the innovative
examples of culture and art for
building bilateral cooperation
with our guest speakers Kornelija
Koneska, who is a Chief
executive officer at OSTEN and
Vasiliki Maltasoglou, who is a
Communication/Web Director at
Balkans Beyond Borders. 

We strongly encourage you to listen to this podcast, if you haven`t already, and get inspired to
share your good example with us.

https://www.facebook.com/ostencollection/?__cft__[0]=AZXChK5QemHEiKUE6cDSOvAA3Vb96sjU6uNwEMA4-s7C8tzi5cTljL5DmwkosNz86u3Zrdo5D3d4loUH7Sx_sHau12pmNkhRqgHm-m57q7rIsrctOFwk9D8B9z5AXXXeEcGULVtRfbn9AYOT1EAMP_ubmycCKHaDQo7U57wKad8ATA&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasiliki.maltasoglou?__cft__[0]=AZXChK5QemHEiKUE6cDSOvAA3Vb96sjU6uNwEMA4-s7C8tzi5cTljL5DmwkosNz86u3Zrdo5D3d4loUH7Sx_sHau12pmNkhRqgHm-m57q7rIsrctOFwk9D8B9z5AXXXeEcGULVtRfbn9AYOT1EAMP_ubmycCKHaDQo7U57wKad8ATA&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasiliki.maltasoglou?__cft__[0]=AZXChK5QemHEiKUE6cDSOvAA3Vb96sjU6uNwEMA4-s7C8tzi5cTljL5DmwkosNz86u3Zrdo5D3d4loUH7Sx_sHau12pmNkhRqgHm-m57q7rIsrctOFwk9D8B9z5AXXXeEcGULVtRfbn9AYOT1EAMP_ubmycCKHaDQo7U57wKad8ATA&__tn__=-]K-R


On 24th February, we had an online
discussion "Empowering young women at
work: Common wins and challenges" on
which we had two distinguished guests-
experts: Pinelopi Theodorakakou (Women on
Top) and Vaska Leshoska (Reactor) who gave
an overview of the challenges young women
face in the labor market, as well as some
optimistic, success stories of their own work.
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DIGITAL BILATERAL EVENT
"EMPOWERING YOUNG WOMEN AT WORK"

During their presentations, they both gave
an insightful, statistical overview of the most
common challenges that women face on the
labor market and during the job interviews,
in each country. They also gave  a few
advices on how to answer one of the most
unpleasant and inappropriate questions
such as "do you have children, are you
planning on having one soon, are you
married etc..."

At the second part of the event, after the
presentations, the participants had an
opportunity to get engaged in a fruitful
discussion in which they asked some
questions, gave comments and also shared
some personal experiences on this topic. 

If by any chance you missed this event and
have a desire to watch it, feel free to find the
live stream on our Facebook page. 
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GENDER (IN)EQUALITY - COMPARISON INFOGRAPHIC

NORTH MECEDONIA GREECE
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Inspired by the previous event, the C4CF team has decided to gather some statistical data which
shows the position of man and women on the labor market:
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Podcast episode 4 digital bilateral event

Gender equality [The need to overcome
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